
 
 

PERSONALISED MAKEUP SHOPPING 

 
What is it: Have you ever said to yourself “ I wish I could tell someone what type of makeup I 
want and they would go buy it for me” 

I am that someone. I meet with you for a coffee and a consult. We discuss your skin, your habits, 

your diet, your lifestyle and your job. I find out what you want in makeup and why you want it 

and if you even know what to pick and why. Because most of us have no clue what our skin 

is like, how makeup will react or sit on our skin and how everyday things like life and our work 

can affect our skin. I can ensure the right type, brand and features are picked for you to have 

your skin and makeup sitting beautifully every day. You can follow up with a 1 hour lesson to 

learn about all your new purchases too.  

 

Why do you want it: What person wouldnt want it??? Having someone who has over 16 years 

in this industry walk around with you and pick out a personalised bundle for you to purchase, 

take home and use takes the awkwardness out of entering a makeup store or approaching a 

counter. I have learnt about skin as a trained beauty therapist, I have and am still learning 

about multiple makeup skills and am a fully trained professional makeup artist, but I also am a 

busy mum of 2 kids who owns her own business and works an extra job. If anyone knows the 

excuses its me! “I don’t have time”, “I’m tired”, “the kids are always at my feet”.  
Doesn’t mean you have to deprive yourself of looking great every day.  I can help you find 

great and easy to use products that make your routine as quick or as in depth as you would 

like.  

People always comment they don’t know how I do it, and I decided I am happy to show people 

how I do it. I realise people work in these stores and at the counters because I used to be one, 

but, have they had the chance to sit down with you and get to know you? Of course not! Do 

they know how something may sit on your skin 6 hours after you put it on? NO! this is where 

my service differs. I find out and I make it work for you.   

 

How do you get it: Easy! I have catered to all budgets and all types!  

 

Visit my website: www.christinarodio.com, choose a package that’s right for you, book an 

appointment, add on a lesson if you choose to, and enjoy your products!!!!  

 

• Level 1: 1 on 1 consult (1 hour) $80 

• Level 2: Consult + 1 hour shop focussed on Prep & Base $130 

• Level 3: Consult + 2 hour shop based on Prep, Base, Basic Makeup $180  

• Level 4: Consult + 3 hour shop based on Prep, Base & Full Makeup Kit $230 

• Add on a 1 hour makeup lesson for $100 


